In this article, we present a methodological framework, based on georeferenced houselevel socio-demographic and infrastructure data, for investigating minority (or ethnic) group residential pattern dynamics in cities. This methodology, which uses visual analytical tools, is meant to help researchers examine how local land-use configurations shape minorities' residential dynamics and, thereby, affect the level of minority-majority segregation. This methodology responds to the need to refer to the relationship between local land-use configurations and the identity of a building's residents, without simultaneously revealing sensitive house-related details. The research was instantiated on the residential patterns exhibited by the Arab community in Jaffa, Israel. The residential data were collected for over 40 years at four different moments, each associated with the population and housing censuses conducted by Israel's Central Bureau of Statistics and the Ministry of the Interior. Using this methodology enabled us to remain on the level of the individual building when identifying the relationships between spatial land-use configurations and rates of change in ethnic composition and the Arab community's residence pattern dynamics at different geographical scales. It likewise allowed us to identify the qualitative changes in the population's residential preferences during the pattern's development.
Introduction
The influence of land use on the spatial distribution of ethnic group residence is currently being investigated largely by traditional approaches such as 'factorial ecology' and 'social area analysis' in addition to novel data mining and GIS analysis and mapping (e.g. Spielman and Thill, 2008) . All these methods are based on aggregate data and, therefore, examine the relationship between an average representative of a selected social group and a given area's land uses. However, the resulting empirical findings are generally inadequate for capturing the effect of local-scale land-use configurations on an individual's residential mobility in the context of ethnic segregation. Moreover, these data make it difficult if not impossible either to assess the effect of land-use distribution on ethnic residential dynamics or to identify the components of individual behaviour taking part in the process.
Recently, however, significant progress has been made towards modifying the aggregate data constraint by obtaining access to house-level socio-demographic and infrastructure data. These data contain the potential to help us better understand the relationship between ethnic residential patterns, the spatial distribution of land uses (e.g. residential, commercial and institutional) and those individual preferences that affect residential mobility or pattern dynamics. Yet, use of house-level data for investigating spatiotemporal urban ethnic residential segregation continues to raise several methodological problems. First, it is difficult to analyse and present house-level data because of their volume as well as the complex spatial relationship maintained between house characteristics such as the relationship between local land-use configurations and the identity of a building's residents. Second, privacy needs safeguarding when mapping house-level data that can reveal sensitive resident-related details such as ethnic identity or income (Tamisier et al., 2005; Giannotti and Pedreschi, 2008) . Third, examination of an ethnic group's residential pattern dynamics requires an analytical approach capable of evaluating their implications for minority-majority segregation and identifying the behavioural factors involved.
In this article, we suggest a methodological framework to overcome these problems. The proposed solution to the first two problems is based on visual methods for the analysis, clustering and presentation of land-use configurations in addition to ethnic composition. Such methods enable the investigation of relationships between spatial land-use configurations and ethnic composition dynamics at the house level for a large urban area while avoiding exposure of the exact geographical location of the respective ethnic groups. Geographical mapping nonetheless continues to be used within this framework to identify interesting or significant spatial configurations of land uses as well as to characterize their geographical distribution. In addition, the spatial diffusion model is used to analytically evaluate the contribution of differences in ethnic composition on residential segregation. The resulting analysis also supports the identification of changes in individual residential preferences regarding the spatial distribution of land uses. To demonstrate the utility of the proposed methodological framework, we describe its implementation on the Arab community's residential pattern dynamics as they evolved over two generations in Jaffa (an area of Tel-Aviv) in Israel.
The article proceeds as follows: It begins with an introduction to the main concepts of minority residential segregation in Section 2. In Section 3, we then review the suggested geostatistical and visual analytic methods used to investigate high-resolution sociodemographic spatial data. In Section 4, we next present the methodological framework proposed, together with the case study. Finally, in Section 5, results of the investigation are presented, before conclusions are drawn and future work is indicated.
2. Conceptual framework: the dynamics of minority's residential pattern A minority's urban residential pattern dynamics can be explained by two main concepts: the 'invasion-succession' mechanism (Berry and Kasarda, 1977) and spatial diffusion (Morrill, 1965; O'Neill, 1981; Reardon et al., 2008) . 'Invasion-succession' belongs to the human ecology approach to explaining how the ethnic composition in a given geographical area changes (see Figure 1a ). According to this mechanism, as the minority population increases, it expands into contiguous areas, occupied by the majority. In the first stage of the process, several 'pioneer' families from the minority group slowly enter the adjacent neighbourhood, where they may be met by strong resistance. If they remain in the neighbourhood, a new stage begins (the 'tipping point'), in which the area becomes attractive to other minority members, while the majority's members come to perceive the neighbourhood as less and less attractive. Ethnic composition then changes at a relatively high rate. At the end of this stage, most of the neighbourhood's population belongs to the minority group, with the area consequently identified with this group. The 'invasion-succession' mechanism results in a spatial diffusion process that takes the form of an S-shaped curve (Morrill, 1970; O'Neill, 1981) , as illustrated in Figure 1a .
Turning to the diffusion model as put forth by Torsten Hagerstrand (1967) , this approach is designed to address the spatial diffusion of an innovation or other phenomenon over time, expressly for the purpose of delineating the morphology of the process. When morphological concerns are placed at the centre of research, they expand the range of the phenomena examined. Accordingly, Morrill (1970) , in formulating real-life diffusion processes, compared the diffusion of minority residential patterns with that of other phenomena, such as epidemics and information, and noted their morphological similarities. However, despite its morphological similarity to innovation diffusion, minority group diffusion exhibits unique potential for change owing to the differences between matter and information. Information can exist everywhere, or not at all, whereas individuals and groups, as material entities, must exist somewhere at a particular point in time. Stated differently, population dynamics, or 'relocation diffusion', can encounter space and time constraints (Parkes and Thrift, 1980) . As a result of the cited constraints, the spatial diffusion model is used here to locate the basic components of ethnic residential patterns. Figure 1b illustrates these components by means of two forms of minority group spatial diffusion. In form I, change in ethnic composition takes place in two geographical areas (A and B) simultaneously, whereas in form II, change occurs in only one area at a given point of time. However, because the size of the minority population is constant, the forms are differentiated by the specific rate of change observed in each area. Hence, the spatial diffusion of a minority's residential pattern has two inseparable components: the size of the urban space in which the minority's concentration changes and the rate of that change.
As Reardon et al. (2008 Reardon et al. ( , 2009 ) recently clarified with respect to racial segregation in US metropolitan areas, the size of the regions in which ethnic groups are segregated is reflected in the level of residential segregation. Accordingly, differences between forms of minority diffusion reflect differences in residential segregation. That is, if the minority population settles over a relatively large urban space, the rate of change per area will be slower and the exposure of the minority to the majority population will take a relatively longer amount of time (i.e. a low segregation level), and vice versa. This perspective, in which space and time are conceived as inseparable and limited resources for activity at the individual and group level, is in line with the time geography approach also pioneered by Hagerstrand (1970) . The space-time constraints of capability, coupling and authority suggested can also be applied to the analysis of residential mobility, in this case, of minority groups. For example, capability constraints can be expressed in the number and frequency of a minority member's moves. Coupling constraints, meaning changes of residence involving areas being vacated by majority residents and occupied by minority residents, are also to be considered. Finally, minority members may encounter authority constraints derived from institutional and voluntary social discrimination as well as internal cohesiveness, factors that limit the residential choices open to them. Similar to what we find in cases of demographic change (Parkes and Thrift, 1980) and residential mobility (e.g. Flowerdew, 1978) , these space-time constraints are essential to the analysis of a minority's residential dynamics or 'movement'. By restricting individuals' space and time resources when considering residential mobility, these constraints result in the minority residential pattern dynamics, that is, the relationship between the size of the urban space and the rate of the pattern's diffusion.
In this article, this structural relationship between space and time will contribute to our examination of how local land-use configurations shape a minority's residential pattern dynamics and affect the level of minority-majority segregation. In the next section, we review the methods available for presenting and analysing the house-level data required for such an investigation.
Methods for investigating ethnic groups' residential patterns by high-resolution spatial data
Geographic information systems (GIS) provide powerful and flexible tools for investigating residential pattern dynamics in cities when population characteristics are aggregated over given administrative partitions (Wong, 2003; Spielman and Thill, 2008) . However, when the data are available at house-level resolution, special methods for measuring, analysing and visualizing ethnic residential patterns must be applied. This requirement results from several unique characteristics associated with the use of house-level data. First, analysis of the spatial distributions of attributes at house-level requires presentation of all the houses in a given area. Hence, the mapping of such data over a large urban area can prevent the viewer from discerning local spatial variance because such distributions create especially high symbol densities. For similar reasons, maps overloaded with colours and markings reduce the correspondence between visual presentation and formal statistical results. Second, as urban spatial data capture many socio-demographic and infrastructural variables together with the spatial relations holding urban objects, the simultaneous representation of these high-dimensional spatial data becomes difficult. In the case of ethnic residential patterns, the main challenge lies in displaying the spatial relations holding between the ethnic identity of the building's residents and the surrounding land uses.
The literature suggests one means for overcoming this cartographic constraint: the production of thematic maps at different aggregation scales by local indices of association (LISA). LISA is a localized version of global autocorrelation statistics, based on comparisons of the characteristics of a spatially located object and its neighbours (Anselin, 1995) . Applying these measures helps the observer identify spatial variance and small clusters within the spatial distribution of a given socio-demographic variable within a city (Talen and Anselin, 1998) . Previous studies have shown that spatial autocorrelation analysis based on local geostatistical measures can enable visualization and exploration of residential segregation patterns in an urban area (Benenson and Omer, 2003; Wong, 2003; Feitosa et al., 2007) . LISA can thus be considered alternatives to the global segregation indices used for measuring and describing urban residential segregation patterns based on aggregate data (Brown and Chung, 2006) .
Although these indices can potentially help identify special patterns while preventing exposition of sensitive socio-demographic data (Omer, 2006) , they continue to be based on geographical mapping, which implies aggregation and the associated concessions to precision. Moreover, criteria for determining the minimum aggregation level required for safeguarding privacy and the maximum aggregation level that retains accuracy have yet to be established.
Various visual analytic methods have already been suggested for the analysis and representation of large multidimensional spatial datasets (Ware, 2004; Andrienko and Andrienko, 2006 ). An idea common to many of these methods is that of integrating data mining, visualization and interaction tools for the purpose of constructing information and interactive analysis tools to allow experts to visually navigate and analyse data. As the datasets grow in size, effective methods for data reduction become necessary. The self-organizing map (SOM) method (Kohonen et al., 1996) is a data reduction method highly suited for visual data exploration (Vesanto, 1999) . Recent work emphasizes the use of SOM for the analysis of geographical data (Bacao et al., 2005; Agarwal and Skupin, 2008; Spielman and Thill, 2008) . The SOM algorithm reduces large and multidimensional datasets to a limited number of clusters that are then arranged in a network structure (the SOM grid). This method preserves major topological properties given in the input data space. In GIS applications, SOM algorithm outputs are typically integrated with geospatial map views by linking and brushing (Guo et al., 2005; Spielman and Thill, 2008 ). An alternative approach requires an introduction of geospatial coordinates of data elements directly into the SOM generation process, yielding mixed geospatial and multivariate SOM results (Bacao et al., 2005) . In our own previous work, we considered the analysis of geospatial data using interactive SOM-based analytical applications (Andrienko et al., 2010; Bak et al., 2010) . In both cases, SOMs were used to cluster and map georeferenced high-dimensional data. Although the SOM cluster results in Andrienko et al. (2010) were visualized by small multiple-area map diagrams, in Bak et al. (2010) we first explored the application of the so-called radar-charts in Geo-SOM-based analysis. Here, we continue to apply this diagrammatic technique to extend the analysis of residential pattern dynamics.
With respect to the data, one of the challenges accompanying the analysis of a minority's residential pattern dynamics is that of safeguarding privacy, an integral component of the tension between accuracy and visualization. We next describe the methodological framework in the light of this challenge.
The analytic methodology
The analysis of high-resolution residential segregation requires methods appropriate to the defined types of data (e.g. buildings and land uses), which will also allow interactive extraction of the configurations and patterns of interest. Here, we propose a methodology that enables the analysis of a minority's residential pattern dynamics based on a modular analytic pipeline, in which information on visualization supported by algorithmic analytical processing constitutes the core components.
The first step in applying this methodology requires the construction of spatial configurations (with each configuration referring to one residential building and its surrounding buildings and land uses) capable of contributing to the observation and understanding of the data and their distribution. In the second step, two parallel approaches are implemented to extract the patterns of interest. The first approach, space-time analysis, examines temporal changes at different locations whereas the second approach, time-space analysis, investigates the spatial extent of identified temporal patterns. Space-time analysis allows us to look at the spatial configurations and map their temporal properties; time-space analysis permits us to map the spatial attributes of temporal configurations. These approaches combine automatic analytical techniques and visualization methods capable of extracting the patterns and significant configurations that embody the analysts' objectives. The feedback loop of visual reasoning, which aims at refining representations and applying techniques, is expected to lead to improved visual and conceptual results. Figure 2 provides an overview of the described pipeline.
Data source of concern
Jaffa is an area of about 7 km 2 ; its population in 1995 was about 39,000, with the Jewish majority representing about 70% and the Arab minority the other 30% of the population. Figure 3 presents trends in the Arab community's residential pattern for the period 1961-1995. As shown in Figure 3 , this pattern reveals diffusion, starting at the centre (Adjami) and spreading outwards. However, this form did not spread out in all directions at an equal rate. In some geographical areas, the ethnic composition changed at a high rate, whereas in others the change was slow or even prevented (presumably by spatial land-use configurations). As previously explained, the ethnic composition change rate directly impacted on minority-majority segregation. Our aim was therefore to explore how different local land-use configurations encouraged divergent diffusion forms.
To implement the proposed methodology, data on the Arab residential distribution in Jaffa were collected from the 1961, 1972, 1983 and 1995 population and housing censuses conducted by the Israel Central Bureau of Statistics (ICBS). The ICBS georeferences ethnic affiliation and land-use data, that is, individual and household records are linked to land-use data representing houses. To safeguard privacy, these data are presented here at the aggregate level by the respective census periods. House-level data for the years 1961-1983 were obtained from the Ministry of the Interior publications (lists of registered voters at the house level), whereas data for 1995 were obtained directly from the 1995 census. To examine the relationship between land-use distributions and Arab residential pattern dynamics, the landuse data were classified into two groups of buildings: 402 residential (75 block-style houses, 327 oriental-style houses) and 312 public (non-residential), with the latter allocated to six categories (education, public services, culture, commerce, industrial buildings and parks). In addition, based on a previous study by Omer (2003) indicating a tendency among the Arab population to reside in oriental-style buildings in comparison to the Jewish population, which prefers modern block-style buildings, we decided to analyse these building types separately. Figure 4 shows the location and distribution of block-and oriental-style houses as well as land uses in Jaffa.
Land use types
Ethnic residential change rate Oriental Block Figure 4 . Distribution of block-and oriental-style houses as well as land-uses in Jaffa. Houses are coloured by the ethnic residential change rate on a six-level sequential colour map as suggested in ColorBrewer (Harrower and Brewer, 2003) , using red for block-style and blue for oriental-style houses. Land-uses were grouped into six categories and qualitatively colour-mapped, as suggested in ColorBrewer, with the colours blue and red excluded to avoid confusion with houses.
Configuration definition and segmentation
The datasets were large and complex, requiring segmentation to facilitate analysis and visual representation. To identify the appropriate configuration units, we adopted a four-stage stepwise process: first, we structured the components of our analysis by their spatial location and neighbouring elements. In our case, the elements were buildings denoted by style and ethnic residential change over time with the aid of a Min-Edge triangulation technique used on buildings and the determination of land uses in the respective neighbourhoods. At this stage, we should note that other techniques can be used to create neighbourhood structures, such as alternative types of triangulation, spatial clustering and so on. Second, we created a structure in which each building was described by its own change-value and that of adjacent houses. This step resulted in a multidimensional feature vector describing each building by the presence of the infrastructure elements in its vicinity. An overall description of each building was then obtained as a (high-dimensional) vector of association frequencies for each infrastructure element by type. Finally, we partitioned the dataset into configuration units consisting of multidimensional vectors constructed for each building individually. We should note, however, that any level of resolution is applicable to this step. A schematic description of the process is shown in Figure 5 .
Space-time analysis of configuration units
After completing the preliminary stepwise generation of elements, we obtained a large number of building descriptors that represented the local spatial pattern of land uses. Before performing a spatial correlation analysis between these patterns and the selected target variable, ethnic residential change over time, we conducted a cluster analysis of all building descriptors. The cluster analysis served to reduce the number of investigated components to a smaller number of prototypes that could be more easily analysed without loss of generality.
Many different cluster analysis methods are available. The most appropriate for our case include those based on hierarchical approaches, distances, densities and subspace projections, as suggested, for example, by Han and Kamber (2006) and Kaufman and Rousseeuw (1990) . We chose the SOM algorithm described by Kohonen (2001) for our study. The SOM is a combined vector quantization and projection algorithm. Its output is a network of reference (prototype) vectors obtained from a set of input vectors by a competitive learning process. After the appropriate initialization of reference vectors is completed, learning takes place by sequential presentation of input vector data to the network. For each data vector, the currently best-matching reference vector is determined in the nearest-neighbour sense. This prototype, together with a local neighbourhood of prototypes, is adjusted towards the presented input. We performed a SOM cluster analysis based on the vector descriptions of the land uses associated, on average, with each configuration. To set SOM parameters, we relied on the often-recommended rule-of-thumb settings by Kohonen et al. (1996) . We thereby obtained a network of clusters that describes the distribution of land uses belonging to our dataset. The SOM analysis yielded an intermediate cluster result, which we visualized together with the quantitative information pertaining to the selected buildings to assess the distribution of the obtained configuration patterns. To be exact, we visualized land-use characteristics for each group (cluster) of building patterns as an extended radial parallel coordinate (PC) plot, arranged on the 2D grid of the SOM network structure. The basic idea behind the PC diagram is to map each dimension of the given prototype vector as one axis radially emanating from the origin in an equally spaced angular direction as described by Van Long and Linsen (2009) . Following the parallel coordinate approach, we scaled each dimension linearly into the [0,1] interval, found the axis for each vector and component and connected the obtained positions by straight lines. The high-dimensional glyph resulted in a radar-like chart, as illustrated in Figure 6 . The PC plot visualized the magnitudes of the dimensions of the underlying prototype vector. To support the assessment of the distribution of building descriptions represented by this vector, we overlaid the samples' building vectors, as represented by the SOM prototype vector, with opacity bands. Each set of vectors obtained was then assigned an opacity value proportional to the average number of samples represented in a cluster. The accumulated distribution of sample values can be interpreted as the spread around the cluster prototype. Finally, we also considered the ethnic residential change-value correlated with the land-use prototypes. Given that this change-value is scalar, we visualized this value's distribution by means of a black and white scale. This was accomplished by determining the average ethnic residential change-value of the represented observations for each cluster, finding the corresponding grey scale and setting the PC diagram background colour to this grey-scale value. The final analytic view was constructed by drawing radar charts for each group of buildings, using the SOM grid structure (see Figure 6 ). The display allowed visual assessment of several of the data's features. The distribution of land uses over the different clusters of buildings was assessed by comparing the diagrams' shapes. In general, the larger the radar shapes, the higher the fraction of buildings represented in the cluster. Shapes with a 'mass' leaning towards certain directions indicated occurrence of higher fractions of selected building types, namely, only those represented by axes in the given direction(s). The landuse categories could then be correlated with the ethnic residential change-value by the background colours. Darker background colours indicated higher ethnic residential change-values. The display represents a wealth of information in a visually compact way. It simultaneously provides an overview of the data, supports exploratory data understanding, stimulates formulation of hypotheses to be later evaluated by detailed data analysis and links the data with complementary visualizations. Importantly, linking the cluster analysis with geospatial maps also allows consideration of the relevant geographical context of the observed patterns, a possibility not present in the PC-based approach when used alone.
Time-space analysis of configuration types
Complementary to the space-time analysis in which we observed spatial configurations and mapped their temporal change properties, this approach allowed us to focus on the temporal dynamics exhibited by configuration types and map their spatial distribution. In the present case, we conducted a temporal pattern analysis of the observed configuration types using the diffusion theory described in Section 2.We assumed that every area's temporal dynamics, if displaying a 'growth form' as the rate of change in majority-minority composition, is correlated to the ideal growth form defined by diffusion theory. As suggested by the theory (see Section 2), this change rate has the form of a logistic function, also referred to as a sigmoid curve or S-shaped curve. To conduct our analysis, we first mapped the change rate of each observed area as a function of time. We then clustered these functions by their form and correlation to the logistic form. We expected two different groups to be found:
l Conformity growth form types: These types are expected to show a high degree of correlation and to follow the logistic curve. Conformity may be of different degrees. We expect to see a set of growth forms that (1) fully follow the curve from the lower phase, through the growth stage, to the final stable phase, (2) having started the growth phase, have yet to arrive at the final stable phase or (3) clearly correspond to a segment of the curve but, because of limitations of the data's observed time spectrum, do only correspond to any of the curve's segments. l Non-conformity growth form types: These types of growth form are expected to show no correlation to the logistic curve. Several types may be found in practice: (1) a nodiffusion type, characterized by no growth or exhibiting only a low static curve over time, (2) a low-diffusion type, characterized by a form that follows the logistic curve but which is much below the expected 100% level at the final stable phase or (3) a reversible-diffusion type that exhibits a shrinking phase at some time during the observed period.
We consequently defined six classes of growth form in which every observed area might fit. Each area was then assigned to one class, with each class's features and attributes described according to its spatial location. Assignment to a class was conducted by statistical means. We computed the covariance between the distributions of the actual and the expected ideal growth forms. The covariance values were then sorted and grouped into quantiles. Actual growth forms were then grouped into quantiles according to their covariance value and form, then plotted as a simple line chart.
Application of the methodology: results
To briefly summarize, implementation of the proposed methodology involved application of two analytic approaches: space-time analysis where the focus was on the temporal dimension (ethnic composition change rate) of different land-use configurations and time-space analysis where the focus was on the geographical distribution of identified forms of ethnic composition change. Use of these complementary approaches was aimed at clarifying how local land-use configurations affected the degree of minority/majority residential segregation and how these configurations shaped the chosen minority's residential pattern dynamics.
The research covered three different periods of residential pattern diffusion: 1961-1971, 1972-1983 and 1983-1995 . Analysis of each period encompassed all the geographical areas adjacent to the residential pattern in question during this period. Definitions of residential patterns were based on a residence rate of at least 10% Arab.
Space-time analysis of land-use configurations
Results of the analysis for the first period, [1961] [1962] [1963] [1964] [1965] [1966] [1967] [1968] [1969] [1970] [1971] [1972] (Figure 7a and b) , showed that the diffusion of the Arab minority's residential pattern into oriental-style residential areas was greater than into block-style residential areas, and mainly into houses surrounded by other residential dwelling houses. In comparison, the diffusion rate was especially moderate or stalled when industrial or park land uses were located adjacent to the residence (e.g. Figure 7a , clusters in row 4, columns 1-2 and rows 1-2, column 3). This means that the Arab minority, like the Jewish majority, perceived the pure oriental-style residential areas as 'Arab locations'. In such circumstances, the ethnic composition change rate was high, with the Arab population tending to penetrate these areas and the Jewish population tending to abandon the same areas. Analysis of block-style residential areas revealed a different and even opposite trend (Figure 7b ). There, only multiple public land uses encouraged the residential mobility of Arabs into Jewish residence areas (e.g. the clusters in row 1). Importantly, purely residential areas exhibited no migration (the clusters in rows 2-4).
The analysis of the next two periods showed the differential effect of land-use configurations on the ethnic composition of the oriental-style residential areas identified in the first period; these configurations remain fairly constant, with only slight changes. In these periods, a clear trend appeared in the ethnic composition change rate, which was slow when oriental-style houses were located near urban parks, industry and commerce. In contrast, diffusion into houses surrounded by residential or by public service buildings was significantly faster. The situation in block-style residential areas was different. A significant behavioural change appeared: Although Arab residential mobility into Jewish areas was almost prevented in the first period, a relatively large number of buildings were populated by Arabs in the second and especially in the third period. The change was observed mainly in those buildings surrounded by commercial, public service or educational institutions. Moreover, some diffusion into purely block-style residential areas had begun, a behaviour totally absent in the first period.
Despite the fact that there were fewer constraints or preferences regarding residence, land uses continued to have a differential effect. For example, urban parks and commercial uses consistently had moderating effects on the rate of minority diffusion, which meant greater exposure and integration of the Arab and Jewish populations for relatively longer periods. , 1961-1972, 1972-1983 and 1983-1995, by building style: 'oriental' (left) and 'block' (right) . The SOM cells are coloured according to the normalized ethnic residential change rate. The number of configurations in each cluster is indicated in the upper left corner, together with the average ethnic change rate (in brackets). The radar chart shows the six land uses (education, public services, culture, commerce, industry parks and open spaces), from the top, in clockwise order.
A geographical mapping of selected land-use configurations, according to their temporal dimension, was essential for completion of the analysis. The mapping of these configurations according to the rate and form of ethnic composition (i.e. temporal change) enabled identification of their geographical locations and the large-scale geographical extension of these same configurations. Such mapping made it possible to spatially represent the effects of different land uses on two components of spatial diffusion simultaneously: first, the change rate of ethnic composition; second, the size of the urban space in which ethnic composition changes. Figure 8 illustrates the difference between the identified configuration types. We thus observe 'integrative' configurations that create conditions for minority-majority mutual exposure for long periods versus 'segregative' configurations that create conditions for short-term exposure only. Geographical mapping of land-use configurations according to their type thus enabled the referencing of their geographical distribution and the identification of the size of the urban space in which they evolved. We propose that this process may be essential for identification of large-scale and complex land-use configurations and their differential effects on residential pattern dynamics. For instance, geographical mapping allowed us to identify integrative geographical spaces created through the geographical contiguity of integrative configurations over relatively large residential areas, located in distinctive geographical areas, as shown in Figure 8 .
The geographical mapping of land-use configurations permitted adoption of a broad view on the geographical spaces in which the selected minority's residential pattern developed. Such a perspective can be important for the classification of geographical areas according to the change rates of ethnic residence. To implement classification, we computed the change rate of each area as a function of time and then clustered these functions by their form and degree of correlation to the logistic form. Figure 9 presents a classification of the residential areas studied into six growth form types. Analysis of this classification shows that in most of the geographical areas observed, the form of the change rate was characterized by Block: 1972 −1983 Oriental: 1972 −1983 Block: 1961 −1972 Oriental: 1972 −1983 Figure 8. The geographical location of different spatial land-use configurations, distinguished between (left) integrative configurations, or slow change rates in ethnic residential patterns over large geographical areas, and (right) segregative configurations, or rapid change rates of ethnic residential patterns over small geographical areas. logistic growth, as expected in cases of diffusion. This figure shows that despite their similar growth forms, the residential patterns differed in their stage of logistic growth. Some areas fully completed the growth stages (Figure 9a and b) , whereas others were still in the process of change (Figure 9c ). All the areas of types a-b were located in oriental-style residential spaces, whereas in areas of type c, comprising oriental and block-style residential spaces, ethnic composition is changed (in 1995). In addition, there were non-conforming or exceptional groups of areas displaying irregular minority residential growth forms. The first group comprised the most integrative areas, characterized by disrupted growth (Figure 9d ), meaning stable residence of the Arab and Jewish populations. These areas were located mainly near commercial and public institutions. The second group, in which change in ethnic composition was prevented, included only block-style residential areas. The third group exhibited the reversible growth, which characterizes 'gentrification', a process where the majority penetrates minority residential areas and pushes out the minority residents (Figure 9f ). Gentrification process occurred in the geographical areas that are located in the west side of Jaffa along the shoreline.
Conclusion and discussion
In this article, we have presented a methodology for geographical identification, presentation and mapping of spatial land-use configurations that have differential effects on minority residential pattern dynamics. Development of this methodology relied upon dual purposes: the attempt to find an appropriate way to investigate residential pattern dynamics based on georeferenced house-level data, with special attention given to the huge land-use configurations located around a city's residential buildings, and the need to safeguard sensitive houserelated data. The methodology includes two complementary analytic approaches: analysis of the temporal dimension of different land-use configurations and analysis of the geographical distribution of identified types of land-use configurations according to their effect on ethnic residential change. Application of these approaches to the Arab community's residential pattern in Jaffa demonstrated the methodology's potential. Analysis of the temporal dimension of land-use configurations enabled us to clearly identify the differential effects of specific land uses on ethnic residential change on the local level. Comparison of the results for the three examined periods showed qualitative changes in the residential preferences of the population as related to the spatial configuration of land uses. A macro-level perspective on the geographical distribution of various land-use configurations was captured in the rate and form of ethnic residential patterns. It allowed classification of geographical areas according to the growth form of minority group diffusion, that is, the identification of how the spatial distribution of different land-use configurations creates 'integrative' and 'segregative' areas with respect to Arab/Jewish residential segregation.
Further research is planned to implement and elaborate the proposed methodology. In the current research, construction of the local land-use configurations was determined by the relationship between residential and the adjacent residential and non-residential buildings. In future work we will, first, use the current potential for computing land-use configurations at different neighbourhood sizes and, second, develop an algorithm that considers the spatial relations between non-residential land-uses in those configurations. Such an analysis can explore the effect of the spatial distribution of land uses on residential mobility at different geographical scales and thereby enrich our knowledge of how individuals perceive their urban environment in the context of ethnic relations. Implementation of the methodology to additional mixed cities will further this aim as well as help evaluate its potential.
